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Let A=(ai, j) be an n_n 0-1 matrix. Let S be the set of permutations _ of [n]
such that ai, _(i)=1 for i=1, 2, ..., n. Then, the permanent of A is perm(A) =
def
|S|.
Theorem (Bre gman, Soviet Math. Dokl. 14 (1973), 945949). If the number of
1’s in row i of A is ri , then
perm(A) ‘
n
i=1
(ri !)1ri.
A short proof of this theorem was given by Schrijver (J. Combin. Theory Ser. A 25
(1978), 8083); Alon and Spencer (‘‘The Probabilistic Method,’’ WileyInterscience,
New York, 1992), obtained a similar proof by analyzing a randomized procedure
for estimating the permanent. In this note we present a proof based on entropy.
 1997 Academic Press
For a random variable X, let support[X ] denote the set of values it
takes with positive probability; then the entropy of X is
H[X ] =def & :
x # support[X ]
Pr[X=x] log Pr[X=x]. (1)
For a pair of random variables (X, Y ) (with some joint distribution)
and x # support[X ], let Yx be a random variable such that for all
y # support[Y ]
Pr[Yx=y]=Pr[Y=y | X=x].
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The conditional entropy of Y given X is
H[Y | X ] =def E
X
[H[YX]]. (2)
We will use the following facts about the entropy of random variables (see
[4, 3]).
H[X ]log |support[X ]|. (3)
H[(X, Y )]=H[X ]+H[Y | X ]. (4)
Now, suppose support[X ] can be partitioned into sets A1 , A2 , ..., Ar , such
that for i=1, 2, ..., r and all x # Ai , |support[Yx]|i. Then, from (2) and
(3), it follows that
H[Y | X ] :
r
i=1
Pr[X # Ai ] log i. (5)
With this we are now ready to present the proof of Bre gman’s theorem.
Let _ be a random permutation chosen uniformly from S. Then, by (1),
we have that H[_]=log |S|. Thus, it is sufficient to show that
H[_] :
n
i=1
log(ri !)1ri. (6)
For this we examine _(1), _(2), ..., _(n) in a random order and estimate the
information revealed at each stage. That is, we pick a random permutation
{ and look at these values in the order
_({(1)), _({(2)), _({(3)), ..., _({(n)).
Fix i # [1, 2, ..., n] and let k={&1(i); that is, _(i) is the k th value to
be examined in the above order. In particular, before we examine _(i),
we should already have seen _({(1)), _({(2)), ..., _({(k&1)). (If k=1 then we
should have seen nothing before examining _(i).) Since _ is a permutation,
_(i) cannot be any of these values. Let Ri (_, {) be the set of column indices
different from _({(1)), _({(2)), ..., _({(k&1)) where row i has a 1. Then,
_(i) is constrained to lie in Ri (_, {). The following observation is key to
our estimation of the amount of information obtained on examining _(i).
For j=1, 2, ..., ri ,
Pr
_, {
[|Ri (_, {)|=j ]=
1
ri
. (7)
(We will justify this later.) This tells us that our examination of _(i) can be
partitioned into ri equally likely cases, such that in the j th case the number
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of possibilities for _(i) is at most j. We conclude, using (5) imprecisely, that
the information obtained on examining _(i) is no more than
:
ri
j=1
1
ri
log j=log(ri !)1ri.
Then (6) follows by adding the contributions of all the _(i).
This argument can be made precise as follows. For a permutation { and
i # [1, 2, ..., n], let k({, i)={&1(i). When { and i are clear from the context
we just write k instead of k({, i). For every permutation {
H[_]=H[(_({(1)), _({(2)), ..., _({(n)))]
=H[_({(1))]+H[_({(2)) | _({(1))]
+ } } } +H[_({(n)) | _({(1)) _({(2)) } } } _({(n&1))].
By averaging over all {, we obtain
H[_]=E
{
[H[_({(1))]+H[_({(2)) | _({(1))]
+ } } } +H[_({(n)) | _({(1)) } } } _({(n&1))]].
Let us collect the contributions of the different _(i) separately.
H[_]= :
n
i=1
E
{
[H[_(i) | _({(1)) _({(2)) } } } _({(k&1))]]
 :
n
i=1
E
{ _ :
ri
j=1
Pr
_
[|Ri (_, {)|=j] } log j& (using (5))
= :
n
i=1
:
ri
j=1
E
{
[Pr
_
[|Ri (_, {)|=j]] } log j
= :
n
i=1
:
ri
j=1
Pr
_, {
[|Ri (_, {)|=j] } log j
= :
n
i=1
:
ri
j=1
1
ri
log j (using (7))
= :
n
i=1
log(ri !)1ri.
We now return to (7) (see [1, page 24]). Fix _ # S. Let T be the set of
column indices where row i has 1’s. Ri (_, {) depends only on how rows in
_&1(T) are ordered by {. In fact, if row i is the l th in this order (among
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the rows in _&1(T )), then Ri (_, {)=ri&l+1. Since { is a random per-
mutation, l is equally likely to be any number in [1, 2, ..., ri]. Thus, for
all _,
Pr
{
[|Ri (_, {)|=j]=
1
ri
.
The claim follows from this by averaging over all _.
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